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Abstract

One of the most important services required by most distributed applications is some form of shared data management, e.g., a directory service manages shared directory entries while groupware manages shared documents. Each such application currently must implement its own data management mechanisms, because existing runtime systems are not flexible enough to support all distributed applications efficiently. For example, groupware can be efficiently supported by a distributed object system, while a distributed database would prefer a more low-level storage abstraction. The goal of Khazana is to provide programmer's with configurable components that support the data management services required by a wide variety of distributed applications, including: consistent caching, automated replication and migration of data, persistence, access control, and fault tolerance. It does so via a carefully designed set of interfaces that support a hierarchy of data abstractions, ranging from flat data to C++/Java objects, and that give programmers a great deal of control over how their data is managed. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our design, we report on our experience porting three applications to Khazana: a distributed file system, a distributed directory service, and a shared whiteboard.

1 Introduction

Distributed systems involve complicated applications with complex interactions between disparate components. The environment in which these applications operate introduces additional challenges in terms of fault tolerance and security. As a result, researchers have developed a wide variety of systems to ease the chore of building distributed applications. The earliest distributed systems provided support for inter-process communication via message passing [8, 27] or remote procedure calls [3], but provided little support for transparent distribution of data and execution or for fault tolerance. More sophisticated systems have provided such support via a variety of basic abstractions, including distributed files [5, 12, 23, 9, 28], distributed objects [20, 21, 19], and distributed shared memory (DSM) [1, 7, 22, 24]. Each of these models is useful for certain types of applications. For example, systems like Petal [23] that support a flat persistent storage abstraction are ideal for supporting distributed file systems and distributed directory services, systems with fairly simple persistent coarse-grained data structures. In contrast, distributed object systems such as CORBA [19] are useful for hiding the complexities of client-server systems, while distributed shared memory systems like Treadmarks [1] are useful for running shared memory codes on top of distributed systems.

Currently, distributed applications must implement their own data management mechanisms, because no existing runtime system can support the very different needs of each application efficiently. This approach has the advantage of allowing each system to optimize its data management mechanisms to suit its specific needs. However, it requires a great deal of redundant programmer effort to develop and maintain each such set of ad hoc mechanisms. It also makes it difficult to share state between applications or reuse code devel-